Chart of Accounts Initiative for Fiscal Year 2019
Error Messages for Oracle, PeopleSoft and RU Marketplace

Below are examples of error messages that you will receive from RU Marketplace, PeopleSoft and Oracle beginning July 1, 2018 if a transaction violates the new cross validation rules, or does not use a valid chart string combination.

**Oracle**

**Expense Report Item: Disabled Chart String Combination**

![Oracle Expense Report Item: Disabled Chart String Combination](image-url)
Expense Report Item: New Chart String Combination that Violates Cross Validation Rule
General Ledger Journal Entry: New Chart String Combination Violates Cross Validation Rule
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General Ledger Journal Entry: Disabled Chart String Combination
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Project Cost Transaction: New Chart String Combination that Violates Cross Validation Rule
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Project Cost Transaction: Disabled Chart String Combination
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PeopleSoft

Employee Charging Instructions: New Chart String Combination that Violates Cross Validation Rule

RU Marketplace

Disabled Chart String Combination

ERROR MESSAGE: The value of the attribute Charge Account is invalid.

ACTION UNITS NEED TO TAKE: Please confirm your charge account string with your business manager prior to contacting University Procurement Services.”